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### Compulsory REVISION comments

The article provides information on “Empirical Analysis of Egg Production Functions: A Case Study of Ikot Ekpene and Uyo metropolis of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria”, approach a topic which is especially of interested for the poultry farmers. Authors are advised to be consistent in the references. After some authors of journals were written in brackets the year while for others do not. The solution is to conform to guidelines provided at this journal’s website.

The manuscript „Empirical Analysis of Egg Production Functions: A Case Study of Ikot Ekpene and Uyo metropolis of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria” is well-structured and will be accepted for publication after revision.

### Minor REVISION comments

In keywords should be add „egg production”
In references list should be added „Smith, 2001” (See the row 35). Row 38, the word “firms” should be written “farms”.
In references list should be added „Dada, 1986” (See the row 35).
Row 57: „ferguson” should be written with capital letter.
Row 59: Should be written the publishing year for Cowling (e.g Cowling et al., 1970).
In references list should be added „, Koutsoyiannis, 1979” (See the row 68).
In references list should be added „, Salvatore (1996)” (See the row 69).
In references list should be added „, Sankhayan, 1982” (See the row 79).
In references list should be added „, Folley, 1973” (See the row 81).
In references list should be added „, Thomas, 1980” (See the row 89).
In references list should be added „, Say (1987)” (See the row 94).
Please revise the lines: 41 & 52 - Smith upcat & Smith, up cit; 59 - Cowling upcit; 82 - Olayide and Heady upcit; 85 - Folley upcit; 89 -
### Optional/General comments

| Row 115: “forty Eight” should be written with lowercase. |
| Row 245: the words “He used only feed Resources” should be written “he used only feed resources” |
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